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- Freelancing research and development company

- What we used to do:

- motion capture, skeleton tracking, human body fusion, 3D cameras

- Currently we are working on:

- 3D scanners, scan registration, mesh reconstruction, point cloud segmentation

- Cooperation with universities:

- lectures, theses supervision, internships, research, publications

- Cooperation with tech companies:

- research and development

What does Skeletex Research do
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 C++

 OpenGL, GLSL shaders

 OpenCL, CUDA

 Unity, Unreal Engine

 TeX, english

 GIT, SVN - source code repository

 Meetings / Hangouts - once per weeks

 Implementation in form of libraries and standalone classes

 Using of already implemented modules

Thesis in collaboration with Skeletex
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3D reconstructions and skeletons
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Kinexact Hand
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Optinertial
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Optinertial
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Human skeleton tracking and fusion
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Skeletex data structure
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Skeletex data structure
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- Capture human motion

- Reconstruct in VR

Our main goal
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- 3D scan segmentation

- Real-time (for 60fps camera)

- CUDA implementation for GPU and Tegra TX1, TX2 build in camera

- Use hierarchical structure and flood fill approximation

- 3D scan registration

- Iterative Closes Point with fast camera space projections

- Global optimization (use of scan graph)

- Tracking (if real-time)

- 3D model fusion and reconstruction

- Multi-view filtering + Outlier removal

- Dynamic and progressive triangulation

- Rigid / Non-rigid? Real-time?

Current projects
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- Real-time CUDA point cloud segmentation 

- a) calculate metrics based on curvature and distance 

- b) threshold the metrics

- c) fill regions in parallel (accelerated by hierarchical structure) 

Point cloud segmentation
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Point cloud Rigid Alignment and Fusion of Scans

PRAFOS
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- Point cloud Rigid Alignment and Fusion of Scans

Rotable
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Rotable
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TAROS
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TAROS
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TAROS
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MotionCam3D
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MotionCam3D data
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PCVR
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- STU FIIT

- Principles of Computer Graphics and Image Processing

- Advanced Computer Graphics Methods

- more computer vision courses

- FMFI UK

- Fundamentals of Computer Graphics and Image Processing

- Advanced Computer Graphics

- Virtual and Augmented Reality

- Real-time Rendering

- more computer vision courses

- You can focus on CG along projects during the study

- The most important – your B&M theses!

Universities
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- If you want to do graphics in your professional life after graduation

- Try it in harder way, get used to such a cooperation during study

- State of the art research

- Cooperation of high-end startups and universities

- Be guided by experts in the field

- Winners of student conferences

- CESCG

- ŠVOČ

- PhD. Students internships

- MIT

- MPII

Why to collaborate with Skeletex



Bachelor theses
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 Editing and Inspection of 3D scans in VR

 Unity

 Leap motion

 3D scan processing using CUDA

 Parallel processing of point clouds

 HIRO Visualization Library (Adam Riečický)

 Implement animation module

 Implement Ray-tracing module

 Procedural modeling and sculpting module



Masters theses
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 Real-time 3D Scan Fusion

 Voxel-hashing

 Scan graph

 Parallel Processing of 3D Scans using CUDA

 3D Scan Processing using Machine Learning

 Robust Triangulation of 3D Scans

 Point Cloud Skeleton Fitting
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www.skeletex.xyz

madaras@skeletex.xyz

Questions ?!


